St Cuthbert Mayne
Google Meet Timetable
Year 12
Sessions are voluntary for students to attend to support the work set by subjects in Google Classroom
Sessions are scheduled to be 30mins or an hour

9.15 - 9.45

Monday 11th
January

Tuesday 12th
January

Wednesday 13th
January

Ethics JFW
STCMJFW12

PE CTEC
JSS EC
STCMPE12

Chemistry STCMCHEM12

Thursday 14th
January

Friday 15th January

Core maths CR
STCMMATHS12
9.45 - 10.15

10.15-10.45

Core maths CR
STCMMATHS12

IT - Mrs Gowers
STCMIT

English Lit-CB-buddy JTS
STCMENGLIT12

Geog Support
STCMGEOGA

11.30-12.00

Public Services
JSS & AJH
STCMPS12

Philosophy
Mr Martin
STCMPR

Psychology
LRAPSYCH12
Media Studies
AS and ECJ
STCMMEDIA12
14.05-14.35

PE BTEC
AJC
STCMPE12

English
Literature-JTS-buddy CB
STCMENGLIT12

Year 12 Biology support
STCMBIO

Sociology
LRASOC12

Google Meet Protocol- please ensure you read out the following statement at the beginning of your Google Meet.
“This Google Meet session will work differently to our usual lessons. Can you switch off Smart devices, such as Alexa and Siri. You should not be accessing our
Meet through a social media account, please sign out and then return to the meeting directly via your school Google account. Please be aware that these
sessions are logged and recorded to keep us all safe, so please do not use any inappropriate language, make personal comments about anyone else,
screen-record or screen-grab any content. We should avoid using anyone’s full name, ie first name and surname, in case hackers are listening in. You need to
make sure that you are appropriately dressed, none of your personal details are visible and that your background view is also clear of any personal items and
offensive materials. You should ‘mute’ your microphone and camera when you are not speaking. I may ‘mute’ you too to ensure the session can run smoothly
to meet our educational purpose. Does everyone agree to these ground rules before we continue? (Await ‘yes’ confirmation from all students).”

